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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
Budget Committee Minutes 
May 2, 2013 
Proposed FY 2013-14 Budget 
 

 

Members present: Kent Studebaker, Mayor  
Karen Bowerman 
Jeff Gudman 
Jon Gustafson  
Donna Jordan  
Skip O’Neill 
 
 

David Berg, Chair 
Ron Smith, Vice Chair 
Charles Collins 
Jackie Manz  
Craig Prosser  
Chris Ramey 
Kathleen Taylor  

Members excused: Mike Kehoe 
 

Staff Present: Tom Coffee, City Manager 
David Donaldson, Assistant City Manager 
Ursula Euler, Finance Director 
Shawn Cross, Assistant Finance Director 
Jordan Wheeler, Assistant to the City Manager 
Kam Frederickson, Budget Analyst 
David Powell, City Attorney 
Brant Williams, Economic & Capital Development Director 
Don Johnson, Police Chief 
Ed Wilson, Fire Chief 
Bill Baars, Library Director 
John Harris, Operations Manager  
Anthony Hooper, Support Services Supervisor 
Ivan Anderholm, Interim Parks and Recreation Director 
Ann Adrian, ACC Manager 

 
Call to Order / Roll Call 

Chair Berg called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers of City Hall. 
 
Approval of Minutes 

Action on minutes was postponed to the next meeting.   
 
Public Comment 

Chuck O’Leary, CEO of the Lake Oswego Chamber of Commerce, 459 3rd St., came to address the 
budget recommendation regarding the Economic Development Department and reported that the 
Chamber investment in the city marketing campaign over the past three years had resulted in over $1 
million in advertising buys.  The business community deserved some small, direct, payback in the 
future.  During the questioning period he said he would love to advocate for more City funding, but he 
would not do that.  Although the contribution the City had made over the past three years had been 
very small, he would leave it at the same level.  He clarified he would not reduce FTEs in the 
Economic Development Department.     
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Jan and Duke Castle, 16181 Parelius Cir., explained they did not support Budget Decision Package 8 
which was eliminating the sustainability program.  He was a sustainability consultant.  He explained 
the coordinator had been doing community outreach in recent years because of the Stimulus funding 
the City got but the key purpose of the position had been to put a plan together for City operations and 
to see that it was followed through on.  He doubted that staff would have the time or expertise to 
conduct the program without the sustainability coordinator.  He advised the city was not 
accomplishing the goals in the 2007 Sustainability Plan.  Three things were necessary to make the 
effort a success:  the support of senior management; trained employees, and someone to manage the 
process.  He suggested a way to fund the program was to convert to LED street lights, thereby saving 
the City over $200,000 in electricity cost.  He argued that sustainability was a key value and 
eliminating the position did not support it as a key value.  He advised that most people under age 40 
made decisions about where they lived and worked with sustainability in mind.  Ms. Castle cautioned 
that reaping the benefits of sustainability programs would take active support of the City Council and 
the City Manager and a coordinator to ensure the departments generated sustainability projects and 
they were implemented.  Otherwise, they were just not going to happen.     
 
During the questioning period the Castles explained there were two ways to approach LED 
conversion.  The City could turn it over to PGE and reduce the electric bill by 60%, or own and 
maintain them itself.  The study they referred to would compare the two approaches.  Ms. Millhauser’s 
report in the staff response documents talked about the savings from some LED lights that had 
already been installed.  The Castles indicated that manager John Harris needed the sustainability 
coordinator to do a financial analysis for him.   She would ensure things like that happened.   Mr. 
Castle confirmed that he believed that the City was better off having the coordinator than putting that 
money into other projects.  The LED project alone would bring in $200,000 per year and would pay for 
that position plus other projects.   He acknowledged the City could do the LED conversion without the 
sustainability coordinator, but he advised the City would still need someone to do an analysis.  When 
asked what goals were not being accomplished and why, Mr. Castle explained that the LEDs were an 
example of an action that could be taken and there were other longer term goals including eliminating 
fossil fuel by 2025 and going to zero waste.  Other communities like Gresham, Beaverton, and 
Hillsboro were trying to do the same type of things and were putting their money behind sustainability.  
Their programs were all staffed with more than one person.   
 
Jordan commented that Lake Oswego had been able to trade out street lights for LEDs because a 
grant had been written to get the money when the opportunity came up.  She was not sure how such 
opportunities would be handled in the future if this cut was made.   
 
Mary Ratcliff, 706 6th St., advocated keeping the sustainability coordinator position.  She advised that 
sustainability, like quality, had to be built into a process from the ground up and required ongoing, 
concerted, prioritization to be done successfully.  Leaving sustainability action programs to various 
departments coordinated by the City manager’s office might save money in the short run, but would 
be a big mistake in the long run.  She questioned that the City would keep its commitment to 
sustainability as a core value without a sustainability expert.  She noted the sustainability related 
practices the City had put in place had provided tangible benefits for the community such as better 
water programs; more recycling; and improved energy efficiency.     
 
Jim Bolland, 804 5th St., representing LONAC, submitted “Lake Oswego Neighborhood Action 
Coalition (LONAC) Budget Recommendations.”  He highlighted some of them.     
 

 Cost estimates for capital projects should include all funding sources and reflect the full cost of 
the project, including debt service.       

 The Budget Committee should meet at least quarterly to review actuals.  
 The Budget Committee should review and endorse all utility rate increases. 
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 The Committee should be provided with the most accurate available cost estimates for the 
Tryon Creek Treatment Plant upgrade; future sewer line upgrades; and system upgrades 
beyond the Lake Oswego-Tigard Water Project.   

 Supports the recommendation that more money should be put into street maintenance.   
 Neighborhood Enhancement grants funding should continue.   
 The Committee should ensure there were funding mechanisms for capital projects that came 

out of neighborhood plans and from neighborhood associations.  
 FTEs should be reduced by at least 10.       
 The staffing reductions should be in Economic Development; Planning; Public Relations; and 

Parks and Recreation.   
  
Mr. Bolland clarified that LONAC had not seen the decision packages when it compiled its 
recommendations.  During the questioning period he stated that they had not discussed the 
sustainability coordinator position. The list was not prioritized.  He clarified that LONAC had 50 to 60 
members and had 18 different neighborhood associations represented.  Gudman related that he was 
a LONAC member and former chair.   
 
Carolyne Jones, 2818 Poplar Way, supported the Sensitive Lands budget decision package because 
the funding was necessary to resolve the Sensitive Lands conflict.  However, she made it clear she 
did not want those tax dollars being spent on another environmental expert.  She believed the conflict 
was more legal than environmental.  She suggested asking Dave Honeycutt of Oregonians in Action 
to help resolve the conflict.  If he was not available then someone who was independent and not 
associated with staff or the Council should handle resolution.  During the questioning period Ms. 
Jones clarified that she was not against spending $80,000 to hire a consultant to resolve the matter, 
but she did not want the money used to pay an environmental expert to go out and look at her 
property.  It was more a legal issue than environmental.   
 
Scott Symer, 51 Briarwood Rd., (97034), President of the Lake Oswego Municipal Employee 
Association (LOMEA), talked about the layoffs in the proposed decision packages.  The sustainability 
coordinator’s work benefited the natural environment, conserved resources, saved money and 
contributed to community livability.  The issues of waste prevention, recycling and resource efficiency 
for the community would continue to grow in importance in the coming years.  If the position were 
eliminated there was no one currently in the organization with the knowledge and expertise to pick up 
the work.  Symer agreed that a rebooted Economic Development plan directed toward recruitment 
and retention of employers in targeted industries would benefit the City.  He advised that it did not 
make sense to lay off the employee who was fully capable of successfully performing that work.  The 
proposed layoff in Economic Development would leave the vestiges of a department with two 
managers.  He advised the Long Range Planning cuts threatened the City’s ability to address issues 
identified by the community and neighborhood associations through the neighborhood planning 
process.  Neighborhood associations needed the additional attention from Long Range planners.  
Good long range planning safeguarded the character of the community.  He noted that with those 
positions and a new City Manager and Planning Director the Council would have an opportunity to set 
new policy and chart new directions for each of the programs.   He indicated he was skeptical that the 
already staff-constrained City Manager’s Office would be able to absorb the many new responsibilities 
that the impact statements claim they could and meet high expectations.  Each of the affected 
employees had given years of dedicated services to the organization and the community and they 
were among the finest in their respective fields.  He asked the committee to keep that in mind as it 
deliberated.   
 
During the questioning period, Symer confirmed that he was concerned that the budget decision 
packages involved front line employees and not management and the result would be too many 
managers.  He did not believe that the City had ever done a span of control audit that looked at the 
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ratio of managers to the employees being managed.  That tool that was used at state level.  Chair 
Berg recalled reading Town Hall comments that suggested looking at that.   
 
Dianne Cassidy, 3601 Wren St., supported the proposed budget decision packages as a step in the 
right direction toward getting the City under control.  She was concerned that Comprehensive Plan-
related action planning would create implementation programs that changed the goals and policies in 
the Comprehensive Plan and impacted spending.  She explained that grant funding was not “free 
money.” She observed there were hard and soft costs of regulation.  Lake Oswego had a reputation 
for having a cumbersome and complex code that increased administration costs and impacted 
citizens and businesses.  During the questioning period she affirmed that she understood the decision 
packages had both additions and subtractions.  She indicted she particularly wanted to see the 
sustainability position and the SAB eliminated.   
 
Jay Duhl, 4398 Glacier Lilly St. (97035), a facility manager, opposed eliminating the sustainability 
coordinator and the funding for the SAB.  He recalled Mr. Castle had explained the money was there 
and could be found through savings.  He related the example of a company’s exterior lighting LED 
project that reduced the electricity cost by 42%.  He suggested Parks and Recreation should look at 
switching over to evapotranspiration-based irrigation clocks to save around 30% on irrigation.  During 
the questioning period Gudman explained the Committee was trying to find the right balance between 
the three elements of sustainability: environmental, social and financial.  Mr. Duhl agreed with 
Gudman that spending $100 to save $1 over a year on electricity was a bad return on investment.   
 
Chris Barhyte, 4700 Dogwood Dr., distributed a handout about the project to build a new playground 
at Westridge Elementary School.  He noted that Westridge Park was nearby, but it was a fairly small 
park.  The neighborhood and sport groups, as well as the students, used the school playground.  The 
total cost of the project was $330,000.  So far the parent group had raised $70,000 and they have and 
received a $70,000 grant for equipment.  He asked the committee to budget for a $15,000 City 
contribution.  He related the project was going to ask for School District support as well.  During the 
questioning period Mr. Barhyte clarified the 2017 Westridge playground equipment project in the CIP 
was for playground equipment in Westridge Park, not on the school site.     
 
Puts/Takes list: 

 Gustafson offered to sponsor $15,000 for the Westridge Elementary School playground 
project.   

 
Roger Martin, 1405 Cherry Crest, asked the committee to forget the idea of privatizing the golf course.  
He explained that he was a lobbyist for the Oregon Golf Association and a member of the tournament 
foundation that put on the LPGA tournaments.  He understood golf course management.  The public 
golf course was a well-managed course with a couple of slight problems that could be fixed by making 
some mechanical improvements to the existing driving range and implementing a program to create a 
sandy base to deal with drainage.  He advised the 2009 study was out of date because it had been a 
“pie in the sky” approach and moving the driving range to across the road would never happen.  
During the questioning period Gudman asked if Mr. Martin’s suggested approach would be a lesser 
cost solution than the $1.2 million in the CIP for improving the course.  Mr. Martin indicated he did not 
have the details, but there were probably ways to save money and he would be happy to get involved 
in the effort.   
 
Lauren Hughes, 18711 Westview Dr., spoke on behalf of LO Stewards.  They supported the $80,000 
item related to Sensitive Lands revisions to ensure the City’s goal to resolve the Sensitive Lands issue 
could be achieved and to demonstrate good faith to citizens and Metro that the City was committed to 
improving and enhancing its natural resources protection programs.  She was reluctant to specify yet 
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whether the funding should be used for a legal or environmental consultant.  She wanted to discuss it 
with the Council and staff and determine together what kind of a process would work.   
 
Smith reported the committee had received 14 submissions related to the April 29 meeting and 19 
related to the May 2 meeting through Open City Hall.  He thanked the citizens who had commented.     
 
State Revenue Sharing discussion and Public Hearing 

Euler advised that state statutes called for a public hearing in regard to state revenue sharing, which 
will be covered later by a Council resolution to determine whether the City was eligible for it.  The 
FY2013-14 revenue sharing amount budgeted is $400,000.   Chair Berg opened the public hearing.  
No one came forward to offer public testimony.   
 
Gudman moved to accept state revenue sharing dollars amounting to $400,000.  Collins seconded 
the motion and it passed by unanimous vote.  Chair Berg closed the hearing.  
 
Follow up discussion of staff responses to information requested by the Budget Committee  

Chair Berg invited the committee to ask further clarifying questions of staff.  Taylor inquired if any 
cost saving sustainability projects had been had accomplished recently.  Donaldson reported they 
were working on ongoing projects that would result in utility cost savings.  Coffee pointed to a list of 
sustainability measures the City had implemented (see sustainability information in packet handout – 
page 30).  He related that Operations Manager John Harris was currently in discussions with PGE 
about LEDs.  Coffee was confident his office could work with the Public Works Analyst or Finance 
staff to do a cost/ benefit analysis of the two different plans.       
 
Prosser suggested a citywide gas tax might be something the Committee might want to evaluate and 
recommend when the moratorium the legislature had placed on doing that ended in January 2014.  
The money could be used for streets maintenance.  The Committee put this item on a list of issues to 
be discussed in the future in relation to a future budget.         
 
Collins noted staff had referred to the 2009 Golf Course study.  He indicated he would like to ask the 
Council to explore what cost savings might be derived from privatizing management and operations of 
the Golf Course, though it may not pertain to the 2013-14 budget.  Possibly the same employees but 
not working for the City.  Donaldson advised if the operation was managed by a management 
company it would be using its own employees that could result in some savings in terms of salaries 
and benefits, but the overall operating costs would be fairly similar because of what it cost to run a 
golf course and because of limitations such as the driving range.  The Committee put this item on a 
list of issues to be discussed in the future in relation to a future budget.         
 
Puts/Takes list 

 Jordan sponsored an add/put to levy the full amount of franchise fees to bring in about $1 
million more per year.    

 
O’Neill had discussed selling underutilized City property with Donaldson and then decided it would 
take too long to pull a proposal together to be able to address it in the currently proposed budget.  The 
Committee put this item on a list of issues to be discussed in the future in relation to a future budget.   
 
Coffee pointed out the community survey results were attached to the staff response package.  He 
suggested the Committee members watch the upcoming Council meeting when the consultant who 
prepared the report briefed the Council.  It is also available at the City in hard copy and online. 
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Taylor had asked how Fire Department service compared with TVF&R service.  She observed the 
cost of being a full service city was high and a TVF&R fire service was working well for those 
communities that used it. The Chair Berg invited the Fire Chief to comment.  
 
Chief Ed Wilson said the Fire Department would support doing a study.  They believed they would 
rate very well.  They provided very cost effective service.  He recalled the 2011 cost of service study 
found the Fire Department cost was about $1.92 per thousand and TVF&R was comparable at about 
$1.93.  About 18-19% of the City’s revenues offsetting operating costs came from three contracts they 
had with other districts.  Mutual aid agreements were long standing.   Lake Oswego shared resources 
across borders with TVF&R and with Portland.   
 
Puts/Takes list 

 Gudman sponsored a ‘put’ getting an estimate of the dollar cost of Fire Service study.     
 
Prosser suggested another approach would be for the Committee to ask the Council to initiate the 
study and use contingency fund money.  Taking more time on it might result in a better estimate than 
a hasty answer in a few days.  Chair Berg remarked that the Department’s save rate related to cardio 
incidents was phenomenal. He thanked Chief Wilson for his service.  Wilson confirmed that 80% of 
the calls for every fire department were related to medical issues.   
 
Presentation: Parks and Recreation Department 

Anderholm supported his presentation with a PowerPoint outline.  Surveys showed there was a high 
level of community support for Parks and Recreation programs and services.  The slides showed the 
number of programs, participants, volunteer hours, meals delivered, acres of property maintained, and 
the number of developed parks and city beautification sites parks took care of.  He discussed 
maintenance service levels.  A basic, standard, or enhanced level of frequency of maintenance was 
designated for each park.  He presented the Expenditure and Revenue 2013-2014 breakdown by 
divisions.  He talked about what each division did and its expenditure, revenue and profit/loss 
amounts; recovery rates, and permanent FTE count, as indicated on the handout.  He explained the 
$8,641,119 expenditure for Parks and Recreation was $554,808 short of what was shown in the 
budget.  That difference was the fund balance forward in the Tennis Center.  He noted the Golf 
Course subsidy of $162,000 was a transfer from the General Fund.  He confirmed the Golf Course 
paid the full water rate.  He advised that the Tennis Center had traditionally been profitable or broke 
even.  That was a product of the budget being put together under a previous management model.  
The model had been changed but the numbers had not been changed in the budget document.  They 
would not reflect the true operation in the coming year.  The change in methodology meant it was less 
expensive to run the Tennis Center.     
 
Anderholm agreed with Chair Berg’s conclusion that the sports programs, cultural events, etc. 
(recreation divisions) were subsidized at around $1 million and were not paying for themselves and 
there was no full cost recovery.  Manz indicated she wanted to see indirect costs such as overhead 
reflected in the reports in the future because they might be substantial.  Euler explained the reports 
did not show an administrative cost allocation because Parks and Recreation was part of the General 
Fund and it would artificially inflate revenue and lower expenditures.  She had those numbers and 
agreed to provide them.   
 
O’Neill asked for a more detailed breakdown to show if there were areas within each division that cost 
more than others.  It would show whether the Department was charging enough for each program.   
Chair Berg held up a pyramid graph he and Manz had received from Anderholm that he said 
showed that a lot of those programs did not recover their costs by design.  Anderholm agreed to 
provide that information in more detail for the next meeting.   Jordan advised the direct expenses 
were needed to be clarified – there is more that goes into the program than providing the program.  
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She advised that the City and the School District needed to work together to identify where they were 
both trying to provide the same program.   She suggested the City should know how much the School 
District was charging for programs that used the fields the City maintained.   Manz wanted to know if 
the department was competing with enterprise operations.     
 
Gudman asked Anderholm to clarify whether the federal sequestration had an impact on the Meals 
on Wheels program budget.  He also asked for estimated increases in endowments.  Euler clarified 
that appreciation or depreciation of the endowment funds was too uncertain to put in a budget.  She 
noted the ACC Endowment distribution was proposed to be $7,000 and there was a $25,000 Library 
Endowment distribution.   
 
Anderholm discussing the slide: Proactive Efficiency.  He explained how the department had taken a 
proactive approach to address efficiency and reduce expenditures for a combined reduction of 2.5% 
from the prior budget. Special Events vacant position had not been filled. A golf maintenance 
seasonal position would not be refilled.  Tennis Center management had been restructured.  He 
talked about the effects of the decision package on service.  Not refilling a vacant senior utility worker 
position had a number of consequences that decreased service to other departments and increased 
the ratio of 34.8 acres/FTE to 36.9 acres/FTE.  He agreed to provide the national metric for 
comparison.  The ACC would lose a recreation programming manager who also worked at the WEB 
and was the liaison to Center user groups and had marketing and communication duties.  Those 
duties would be redistributed among the remaining ACC staff and other recreation personnel to 
coordinate the programs.      
 
During further questioning Anderholm clarified the Proactive Efficiency FTE reduction was already in 
the proposed budget, but the decision package changes were not.  He had provided Manz with a list 
of all the properties Parks managed.  She asked if a breakdown of the cost of maintaining each 
property was available.  He advised the department was in the process of finishing and testing a 
metric for that. It would likely take a year.   
 
Anderholm advised that the level of frequency of maintenance of each park was determined by an 
assessment connected with Parks Plan 2025 and factors such as the kinds of facilities it had in it and 
the activity level.  The Department would change its focus to put more emphasis on enhanced level 
parks and there would be reductions in the other two levels.  He clarified that Freepons Park, which 
Prosser said he used frequently, had a “standard” maintenance frequency level. Prosser commented 
that he could not support any reduction of maintenance levels because Freepons Park already had 
maintenance issues.    
 
O’Neill observed that if the Department was spending $10,000 a year to maintain the East Waluga 
field and it spent $90,000 to put in the artificial turf the Little League asked for the savings would pay 
the cost back in ten years.  It might be done on other fields if it paid for itself.  Anderholm confirmed 
that would be what the City saved on maintenance of the Waluga field.   Improving the infield would 
increase the capacity of that field because fewer games would be rained out.         
 
Bowerman complemented Anderholm and PRAB Chair Bill Gordon for doing a terrific job at 
meetings showing how the Department had taken a hard look at how to provide the best value for the 
citizens.  One example was that they were looking at resident and nonresident fees.  Gudman asked 
Anderholm to email his presentation to committee members.   
 
Chair Berg announced a ten-minute break and then reconvened the meeting.   
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REVIEW OF GENERAL FUND PUTS/TAKES  
 
The Committee reviewed the list of General Fund puts/takes that staff had compiled in the 
spreadsheet labeled “Additions and Subtractions as of April 25, 2013.”   

1. Economic Development Budget Decision Package – Savings of $101,000 
2. Parks and Recreation Budget Decision Package  - Savings of $143,000 
3. Planning & Building Budget Decision Package – Savings of $232,000   
4. Public Affairs Budget Decision Package – Savings of $101,000 
5. Add for the Sensitive Lands study/consultant – Additional Cost of $80,000 
6. Sustainability Budget Decision Package - Savings of $62,000 
7. Hallinan Woods property purchase – est. $750,000 
8. Artificial turf at Waluga field requested by LO Little League & Pacer Youth Baseball - $90,000 
9. PERS reduction if a legislation change – amount TBD 

10. Use current property tax rate of $4.9703 to add $800,000 revenue 
11. Add subsidy for Lake Oswego School District pool operations – Additional cost of $150,000 
12. Build in a General Fund Personnel Budget vacancy rate of 0.75% - $219,000 

 
They added that evening’s puts/takes so far to the list:  

 $15,000 for the Westridge Elementary School playground – General Fund 
 TVF&R study (cost not available yet) – General Fund 
 $1 million additional franchise fees if rates increased – Street Fund (to be discussed in 

connection with Street Fund next week) 
 
Coffee relayed some items that the Committee had agreed were future discussion items: 

 Privatizing the golf course 
 City gas tax 
 Sale of Parks properties 
 Actual evaluation of City and TVF&R services 

 
The Committee asked ACC Program Manager Ann Adrian to clarify how the federal sequestration 
action affected the Meals on Wheels program.  She reported the impact was under $1,000 this fiscal 
year and would be about $5,200 next fiscal year.  The reimbursement rate dropped from about 82.8 
cents to 55 cents per meal.   
 
Puts/Takes List 

 Gudman added $5,200 for Meals on Wheels on the assumption the City would not get the 
federal money next year.   

 
The Committee planned to discuss increasing franchise fees when they looked at the Street Fund.  
They planned to discuss utility rates in the fall.  Coffee reported they had recently been raised by 
2.5%. 
 
DELIBERATIONS ON DECISION PACKAGES 

Budget Decision Package: Economic Development Program - Estimated savings $101,000 

Chair Berg argued this would not have a major impact as long as the City retained the two people to 
work on the urban renewal districts.  It would not eliminate the Department, but would reduce its staff.  
The Department had not been able to measure performance in terms of real economic development 
(in terms of companies, employers, retention, recruitment, jobs, etc.).  In his opinion, it had been doing 
property development.   
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Manz recalled O’Leary had indicated the Chamber believed the marketing program had value for 
small businesses. She had not heard anything else about it from businesses.  Coffee clarified that this 
package would eliminate the $30,000 budgeted in General Fund Materials & Services for a 
contribution to the Chamber to support marketing.  Jordan would leave it up to the new city manager 
to decide where to make changes.  She mentioned that it seemed strange to only have staff working 
on urban renewal districts and no one to run the marketing program and be the point of contact.  She 
disagreed it had only been about property development.  Gudman suggested holding separate votes 
on the $71,000 reduction and the $30,000 reduction of marketing support to the Chamber.   
 
Coffee clarified the two remaining staff would include Jane Blackstone, who had been and would be 
capable of planning and coordinating a marketing effort and serving as a point person.  However, he 
understood marketing was now being done by the Chamber and the City supplemented it with 
funding.   
 
Ramey explained he could not support this package.  It would cut an area that was a potential source 
of revenue to the City as the economic recovery got started.  He recalled the comments from the 
Chamber.  He suggested if the Department had not been doing traditional economic development it 
might need to refocus.   
 
Parks and Recreation – Maintenance and Program Management - Estimated savings $143,000 

Gudman, Ramey and Smith asked for copies of Anderholm’s presentation and the pyramid handout 
sheet he had provided to Chair Berg.  They wanted more time to read the material and think about 
this package so they could make an informed decision.  Chair Berg stated that he appreciated the 
information provided to the committee by Anderholm.  Gudman suggested allowing additional public 
comment on it.  Taylor observed the pyramid graph handout was about fees and this Budget Decision 
Package was about eliminating FTEs.  She suggested one option might be to specify that a $150,000 
needed to be cut from that area and leave it to the people running Parks to determine how to do it.  
Coffee pointed out that Anderholm had already put a reduction in the proposed budget.  Chair Berg 
anticipated the Committee would discuss Parks and Recreation fees and service cuts in the future.   
 
Committee members restated some of the questions they still had.  Jordan questioned whether the 
community was willing to live with the resulting reduction in service.  She wanted to know if there were 
overlapping School District programs.  Manz had questions about open space and whether recreation 
program metrics showed that fees needed to be raised.   
 
Budget Decision Package: Planning & Building Services – Current and Long Range Planning – 
Reduce 3 FTEs / Savings of $232,000 

Jordan would not break the Department up right now but let the new city manager decide what 
category of Planning staffing the City needed to maintain the overall character of Lake Oswego long 
term.  Chair Berg argued the committee did not have that luxury because of the situation with the 
General Fund.   
 
Prosser indicated he needed more information about how the proposal would affect accomplishing 
the Comprehensive Plan update and action planning with appropriate public input.  Coffee indicated 
that the bulk of the Plan update had received preliminary approval and the rest of it was moving 
forward to approval by July 1.  Action plan items would be addressed after that.  He personally 
questioned whether many of the action items were clear enough and whether they were really 
necessary in a built out city.  The Council would have to sort it out.  Some of them, such as the item to 
create a housing authority, had budget implications.  He related that he had looked at the staffing level 
in the Planning Department and felt nine planners was appropriate to do whatever planning work the 
Council wanted done after July 1.  After that there would be a Planning Director and three Long 
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Range planners:  a Natural Resource planner who would work on Sensitive Lands issues; a planner 
who could be dedicated to neighborhood planning or finalization of the Comprehensive Plan; and a 
planner to support the Boards and Commissions.  If there was additional work to be done some 
Current Planning staff could be assigned to it.   
 
Chair Berg had attended a recent meeting of neighborhood association chairs.  He reported there 
had not been much blowback related to this recommendation.  He observed the Interim City Manager 
and Planning Director were the most experienced people the City had to make the call.  Smith agreed 
the service impact statement in this package reflected the result he wanted.  He read it aloud.  “Doing 
this will require Long Term Planning projects to be precisely defined with a focus on measurable 
outcomes and tangible results that contribute to the City’s financial stability and ability to provide core 
services while preserving and improving the quality of life in Lake Oswego.”   
 

Budget Decision Package: Public Affairs – Savings of $101,000 

Coffee clarified to Prosser that the City Manager’s office would determine the content of the website 
and the IT Department would be responsible for the technical aspect.   He would not just rely on 
departments updating the website.   
 
Budget Decision Package: Sensitive Lands Alternative Program Implementation - $80,000 for a 
consultant 

Coffee reported the City had not yet received an answer from Metro.  He explained the amount was 
based on past experience with similar efforts and it was about a year’s worth of work.  He explained 
this work would be undoing what had been done before in a way that would allow the City to prevail in 
a legal challenge.   
 
Manz wanted clarification whether these funds were for a consultant or for legal fees.  Coffee 
anticipated if the City needed it for outside counsel it could be used it for that too.  He noted the City 
Attorney’s office was pretty well versed in Sensitive Lands.  Bowerman suggested leaving out which 
expertise, legal or environmental, be brought to the table by a consultant and change it to 
“consultants”.  Gudman clarified this was a one-time expenditure.  Putting it in the budget 
demonstrated to Metro that the City was matching dollars with rhetoric.   
 
Gustafson expressed concern that this would be approving funds in anticipation of a lawsuit if the 
money could be used for legal fees.  Studebaker anticipated that if Metro supported the Council’s 
proposal they would need the money for a consultant.  He indicated this was not a proposal to use the 
money for legal fees.  If Metro did not support the proposal the Council would have to decide where to 
go from there.  Gudman differentiated between using the money to make the City’s case regarding 
Sensitive Lands or for legal fees to use to defend against a legal challenge.  Prosser questioned 
allocating money at this time.  If Council needed money after Metro responded it could draw from 
contingency funds.  Coffee agreed that was an alternative.  Chair Berg advocated planning for it and 
budgeting for it now.  Smith noted if the money was budgeted it would be available when needed.  It 
was similar to putting money away for a capital improvement.  Prosser commented that they had no 
idea if $80,000 was the right amount or what Metro’s response was.  Jordan cautioned it could 
require much more money in future years to design a new plan.    
 
Budget Decision Package: Sustainability - Savings $62,000 FY2013-14 

Ramey explained his concern was this would effectively dilute the Sustainability department to the 
point where sustainability would not get the focus it needed.  Potential future cost savings from 
sustainability efforts would not be identified if someone was not dedicated to that effort.   
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Votes on Budget Decision Packages (affecting the General Fund) and Property Tax Rate 

Studebaker moved to vote on each of the Budget Decision Packages individually.   Collins seconded 
the motion.  During the discussion Prosser explained the vote on the property tax rate would affect 
how he voted on other items. Chair Berg recognized that as a friendly amendment to the motion to 
also vote on the property tax rate.  The Committee generally agreed to consider these preliminary 
votes.  After they saw the total impact of the results they could go back and make adjustments.  The 
vote was conducted and the motion to vote on individual Budget Decision Packages and the property 
tax rate.  It passed 13:0.   
 
Two Votes related to Budget Decision Package #1 Economic Development Program: 

 Gudman moved to accept the Economic Development Program reduction of $71,000.  Collins 
seconded the motion and it passed 9:4.  Studebaker, Bowerman, Gudman, O’Neill, Chair Berg, 
Smith, Collins, Manz, and Taylor voted yes.  Gustafson, Jordan, Prosser and Ramey voted 
no.   

 
 Gudman moved to accept the Economic Development Program reduction of $30,000.  

Studebaker seconded the motion and it failed 9:4.  Gudman, Gustafson, Jordan, Manz, O’Neill, 
Prosser, Ramey, Smith and Taylor voted no.  Studebaker, Bowerman, Chair Berg, Collins 
voted yes.   

 
Budget Decision Package #2 Parks and Recreation – Maintenance and Program Management 
reduction of $143,000 
Studebaker moved to approve Budget Decision Package #2.  Bowerman seconded the motion and it 
passed 8:5.  Studebaker, Bowerman, Gudman, O’Neill, Chair Berg, Smith, Collins and Manz 
voted yes. Gustafson, Jordan, Prosser, Ramey and Taylor voted no.   
 
Budget Decision Package #3 Planning and Building Services – Current and Long Range Planning 
reduction of $232,000 
Studebaker moved to approve Budget Decision Package #3.  Bowerman seconded the motion and it 
passed 9:4.  Studebaker, Bowerman, Gudman, O’Neill, Chair Berg, Smith, Collins, Manz and 
Taylor voted yes.  Gustafson, Jordan, Prosser and Ramey voted no.   
 
Budget Decision Package #4 - Public Affairs reduction of $101,000 
Manz moved to accept Budget Decision Package #4 Public Affairs.  Collins seconded the motion and 
it passed 11:2.  Studebaker, Bowerman, Gudman, Jordan, O’Neill, Chair Berg, Smith, Collins, 
Manz, Ramey and Taylor voted yes.  Gustafson and Prosser voted no.   
 
Budget Decision Package #6 -  Sensitive Lands addition of $80,000 
Bowerman moved to accept Budget Decision Package #5 Sensitive Lands.  Gudman seconded the 
motion and it passed 10:3.  Studebaker, Bowerman, Gudman, Jordan, O’Neill, Chair Berg, Smith, 
Collins, Manz, and Taylor voted yes.  Gustafson, Prosser and Ramey voted no.   
 
Budget Decision Package #8 – Sustainability reduction of $62,000 
Collins moved to accept Budget Decision Package #6 Sustainability.  Studebaker seconded the 
motion and it failed for lack of a majority vote.  The result was 7:6.  Gustafson, Jordan, Manz, 
O’Neill, Prosser, Ramey, and Taylor vote no.  Studebaker, Bowerman, Gudman, Chair Berg, 
Smith, and Collins voted yes.   
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Add listed on Puts/Takes as item #10 - Budget for current tax levy rate of 4.9703.  Increase revenue 
by $800,000 
Gudman moved to use the currently allowed property tax rate.  Jordan seconded the motion and it 
passed 13:0.   
 
Subtraction/reduction listed as Item #12: Reduce Personnel Budget in General Fund by a 0.75% 
Vacancy Rate $219,000 
Gudman moved to adopt #12 to factor in the vacancy rate.  Taylor seconded the motion and it 
passed 12:1.  Prosser voted no.   
 
Public Comment 

There were no public comment requests during the latter part of the meeting. 
 
Taylor and Prosser thanked Euler for making the budget document easier to understand by including 
subtotals for net increases/decreases for each year, reclassification of some internal transfers, and for 
moving specialized endowment funds out of General Fund reserves.  Chair Berg thanked the staff for 
their work.   
 
Next meeting 

Gudman asked if staff would display how the results of the votes impacted the starting budget deficit 
and reserves being pulled in from last year.  Prosser asked that the puts/takes list show the sponsors’ 
names.  At the next meeting the Committee planned to discuss the Capital budget, utility-related 
Budget Decision Packages, and increasing franchise fees and dedicating that money to the Street 
Fund.   
 
Adjournment 

Taylor moved to adjourn the meeting and Prosser seconded the motion.  Chair Berg adjourned the 
meeting at approximately 9:20 p.m.  The next Budget Committee meeting was scheduled on May 9, 
2013.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Kam Frederickson /s/ 

Kam Frederickson 
Budget & Financial Analyst 
 
APPROVED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE:  May 9, 2013 
 


